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T LD-IOO (lithium Ouoride) thermoluminescence dosimeters an: widely
employed for the detection of ionizing l'ildiations. Th is paper s h ows that
these dosimeters may also serve as practical germicidal u ltraviolet radiation
dosimetc..rs . To measure ultr.:\violet radiation. the TLD-IOO dosimeters are
first exposed to 500.000 roentgens of gamma radiation and then annealed
0

at 300 C. Subsequent dosage of ultraviolet radiation may be determined
by observation of photostimulated thcl'moluminesccnce of th e crystal. The
presented data indicate that the thermoluminescenc e r esponse is linear for
2
exposul'es up to 6,000 },Ijoule/cm and independent of exposure rate from 0 . 1
)J

watt/cm

2

to above 50

2
)JWatt!cm . Optical absorption. emission s pectra.

and sensitivity as a function of temperature of the dosime ters during uit r aviolet exposure are presented. Also. a partial model of the photostimulated
thermoluminescence process is presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Ultraviolet (U V) radiation is emi tted from a variety of in dus tr ial proc .
esses. various kinds of lamps specifically designed fo r ultra viol e t emission

I

and natural so urces such as su:uight . In addition to its numerous tech nical
applica tions in me dical therap y . th ere is an increasing a pplication of UV
radiation for disinfecting and s terilizing ma te rial s in industrial a nd public
health 3.I'cas, l UV radiation also produces injuriou s effects on man , s u ch as
e rythe ma (sunbu r n is a common example), painful inflammation of the membrane of th e eye called conjuncti vitis . and possibly ski n C""nce r . 2 These
injurio u s effec ts of UV radiation a pp ear to be related to the absorb tion of
UV radiation by nucleic acid , 3

Recognizing UV radiation as a pot ential hazard. the Council on Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation of t he Ame rican ~fedical Association has set limits
of expos ure to le r ance to be 0.1 J,lWatt!cm 2 for continuo u s radia tion expos ures
from germicidal lam ps . 2 There are several tec hniques now exi sting that are
used for monitoring UV radiation . One commercial Instrument using a photoe lectric ce ll measure s from as low as 10

IJwa tt! cm 2 up to 5,000 IJ watts!cm2.4

Photo-multiplier tubes are also com monly used.and the use of chemi cal photolysis is increasing. 5
An ultraviolet detector that measures UV radiation from be low 0 . 1 IJ watt!
cm

2

up to high levels of exposure is n eed ed. This d e tector s hou.\d b e small.

1

portable. s table. and unaffected by normal room lights. A number of phosphor s
utilizing the thermoluminescent phenomenon have been s tudi ed as poss 'ble
dosimeters for the ultraviolet region. 6- 13 The low cost per phosphor , the
absence of any associated electronics at the site of the measureme nt. and the
fact that t he thermoluminescent phosphor can operate unattended. are some
of the advantages in using thermolunlinesce nce. So far none of these phosphors
have found widespread application for the detection of ultraviolet radiation.
T LD- IOO (lithium fluoride) thermoluminescence dosimeters are widely
employed for the detection of ionizing radiations. It has been note d that after
use as an ionizing radiation detector. if the dosimeters are then exposed to
UV, the thermol uminescence is rcstimulated. 14 - 16
The purpos e of this investigation was to determi ne the suitability of
using gamma irradiated lithium fluorid e as a UV detector and to gain insight
into the mechanisms of thermoluminescence in lithium fluoride.

3

REVIEW OF l.ITERATURE

In some materials. a small portion of the absorbed e nergy of ionizing
radiation is not converted into hea t nOr us ed to b r eak chemical bonds.
In s tead. this ene r gy is stor .:!d in metastable energy states, ofte n refe rre d to
as traps. Thermoluminescence (TL) is the energy that is r e leas ed from the se
traps in the form of visib le photons when the ma teria! i s heated . This energy
is over an d above black body l' adiation.
TL can be quantitatively explain ed in terms of the prop erties of defects
in solids. but the detailed mechanisms arc not well understood . Ionizing
radiation excites an ~ I ectron from the vale nce band to the cond uction band.
leaving a hole in the va lence b and. The elec tron a nd the hole move through
t he crystal until they recombine or until they are trappe d in metastable states
at d efects in the material. After the materia l has been expo sed to io ni zing
radiation. the material is then heated. As the tempel'ature is nj s ed. electrons
and hole s escape from their traps at an increasing rate. The freed charges

.'
recombine with each o ther or with other defe cts and often give out luminesI

cence by this r e combination. The site at which luminescence takes place is
called a luminescence cen ter. This r esulting th ermoluminescence reaches a
maximum and then decreases to zero as the supp ly of trapped e lectrons or
holes becomes exhaus ted. The plot of pho tomultiplier tube (PMT) current
versus tempera tu re or time taken at a constant heating rate i s called a glow
curve. The shape of a g low curve for a single trap can be predicted theoretically for linear heating. 17 From the glow curve. one can determine the trap
depth ; the higher the te mperature of the glow peak. the deeper th e trap .

4

In most phosphors th e re are a numb er of trap s , and the glow cu rv e may
consist of a number of glow p e ak s , Thus. thermoluminescence is a very
complex process since it involves a trap or trap s. a luminCfoccn t ce nter or
centers, and the transfe r during h eating of a n electron or hole from the trap
to the lumine scent center,
Thermoluminescence has been observed for many years a nd the r e lation
of TL to x-rays and gamma I'ays has bee n o bserved, 7,18, 19 but it was not
until 1950 that Danie ls fir s t proposed that the phenome non of TL could be
used as a radiation dosimet e r. 20 Since that time many thermoluminescence
dosime ter s (TLD) have b ee n developed. 21 Vacuum - ultraviole t grade LiF
crys tal s produced before 1955 by the Harshaw Chemical Company in Cleveland,
Ohio, accidentally ex hibited the useful TL. Harshaw. in collaboration with
J , R, Ca me r on, developed ther molumincsccnt-grade LiF,available as TLD-I00.

Sp ec trographic analysis of TLD-I00 has s hown that it contains 100 ppm Mg
impurity. 6 ppm T impurity. and Al and Si impurities in 10-20 ppm amounts .2 2
The Si may be the I'esult of contamination in grinding crys tals for analysis ,
Most inves tigators agree that Mg i s an activating impurity essential to the TL,
larg e ly b ecause LiF with amaH amounts of l\Is: (about 1 ppm) displays little of

U'le

useful TL,16.23-26
Figure I shows a typical glow Curve from TLD-l00. 27 After irl'adiation

peaks I through 5 decay at room temperature with the approximate half-lives
of 5 minutes, 10 hours, 0.5 year, 7 years. and 80 years, respectively,27
Thu s , because of th eir long hali-lives and because they Occur at a low
e nough temperature that the competing effects of black body radiation
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are minimal. p~aks 4 and 5 are the mos t suitable for dosimetry. There are
pre-irradiation an d post-irradiation annealing procedures for the elimination
of peaks. I,

~, and 3 in the glow curve. 27 Five more glow peaks oCcur below

room temperature a t HOC. -6 o C. -88°C. - I090C. and -l2SoC for a heating
0
rate of 35 C/min. 28 The J e peaks are labelec! 0 through -4 respectively in
the literature.
The emission spectrum for peaks 3-5 consists of a broad band exte nding
from below 320 nm to 400 nm. 29 Peak 1 has several weak maxima at 310. 250 ,
and 210 nm and a strong maximum a t 400 nm. Peak -4 has two s trong maxima
occurring at 210 and 250 n m . 28

COLOR CENTERS IN L;F
F Center
Traps

01"

defec ts produce optical absorption bands in normally transparent

crystals and some of these defects or color cen ters have been identified.
The best understood c:.f the color centers is the F center which is an
electron trapped in an anion vaea ncy . The number of F centers giving rise
to the F band absorption. which peaks at 250 nanometer (nm).can be calculated from Smakula's equation: 30

fNO· (9.c/2e2)(n/[n2+2J2)~xWl/2
17

- 1.29xl0 Dmax Wl/2
where:
m = the mass of an e lectron
c = the velocity of light
e = the charge of an e lectro n

( 1 )

7

n = the refractive index of the crystal for the wavel ength a t the peak
o f absorption band; for LiF. n = 1.416
max = the absorption coefficient in cm - I at the p e ak of the absorption
Q
band
,'1 1/ 2 = the half width of th e absorption band in e lectron volts ; for LiF
WI/Z = .58 ev
No = the number of Fcenters per cm 3
I

f = the lt os c il1ator strength" I a factor that Is related to the probability
of the optical transition producing the absorption; fo r the F band
f is near unity .
I

In his treatment. Smakula assumed a Lorentzian s hape (or the ab sorp tion
band and trea ted the absorbing c enters a s damped osc illator s a ccording to
classical di s persion theory . Arguments exi s t for assuming a Gaussian s h ap e
for the absorption band. 31 Another treat ment assumes a Ga u ssian shape and
the width of the a bsorption band arises from inte raction of the center with th e
lattic e vibra tion s rather than fro m c las sical di s p e rsion considerations. 32 From
this viewpoint

I

the numerical fact or s hould b e 0 .87x 10 17 rather than 1. 29xJ017.

Other Elec tron Centers i n Pure LiF
Two adj acent F centers fo rm the M o r F2 centcr. In LiF

I

the l\'J centc r gives

rise to the M band ab Gorption with maximum absorption occurring at 444 nm .
Three F centel'sjoincd together form the R or F3 center. The R ce nter gives
ri se to three absorption bands:

R 1 and R2 are found between the absorption

of the F and M band s . R 3 • however. is hidden under the F band. 33 I 34 In LiF •
the R I and R2 bands have maxima occurring at 313 nm and 380 nm respectively.
It has bee n suggested that there is an additional band at the position of the M

band in LiF and that it arises from the
an electron .

35

Fj ccnter. an R center that has lost

The F 2" center with an absorption band at 645 nm has also

bee n identified in LiF . 36

8
Electron Centcr Modified by Presence of Impurity
Bleaching of the F ce nter in LiF: Mg with F band light or th e rmally
annealing the cr :'s tal was shown to l'educe the F band with a s ubsequent
formation of a weaker band at 222 nm. 25 .26.37.38
Another investigation determined that the 222 nm absorption band was
associated with Mg impurity. This in vestigation failed to produce the 222 nm
by bleaching with the F band light,although the re appears to be a shift of the
F band absorption toward shorter wavelengths. 39 The 222 nm band was produced when the tempera ture of the crystals during radiati on exposure was 350oC.
in agreement with a previous investigation that the produc tion of the 222 nm band

was enhanced when the temperature of the crystals during radiation exposure
was above r oom temperature. 38 The 222 n m r ~ ld was sugges ted to represent
an FZ

01'

Z band which are e lec tron tnps that are associated with divalent

foreig n cations. 39
The 222 nm band has been identifi ed as a 23 cen ter . 40,41 The 23 center
in LiF: Mg is a perturbed F center with one of the neare .:; t lithium ion s bcing
replaced by a divalent magnesium ion. 42

Hole Centers
In addition to centers involving trapped electrons. ccnte rs can be produced
with trapped holes. The best understood of these centers i ~ the V K center for
which both electron paramagnetic resonance and optical absorption data are
available for LiF . 43.44 The center consists of a hole that is localiz ed between
two halidc ions.

When this happens, the halide ions are pulled together and

9

the hole is bound to lh\~ m. The V K center gives rise to an a bsorption band
at 348 nm in LiF but bleaches above - l480C .

Other Optical Absorption Bands
In addition to the previously mentioned bands, ganllna irradia tion of
LiF:Mg . Ti produces bands at 380 nm, 310 nm, and 23Z nm . Also bands OCC ur
at Z05 nm, 195 nm. and ZOO mn . The 232 nm absorption band has been suggested
to be tht> K band which i s th e optical transition of the F center electron from the
ground state to the second excited state. 45 The 195 nm and ZOO nm are probably
the same absorption bands s ince they occur in the crys tal befo r e irradiation and
are associated with the Ti impurity . 45,46.47 The 380 nm and 310 nm bands have
been identified as electron tl'a ps associated with the Mg impurity. 21 ,Z3-26, 45,48
The 205 nm band is produced in a virgin crystal before irradiatio n when irradiation is preceded by a 4000 C anneal and rapidly quenched to room ternpel'aturc , 24,25
Also a small band, occurring after i rradiation, has been sugg es ted to occur
at 270 nm . 45.49
Two band s loc a ted at 110 nm an d 130 nm LiF have been interpreted to be the

a

and

Q

bands respectively.2Z,37,50 T~e B band arises from the p~rtur

bation of the fundamental lattice absorption of the crystal by the presence of
the F center, The

Q

band arises from the perturbation of the lattice absorption

of the crystal by the presence of a negati ve ion vacancy.
It has been alternately suggested that the 110 nm band is the V3 band
which is a molecular halogen band, 51

10
MODELS FOR THE TL PROCESS IN LiF : Mg. T i
The basic (acts which one wishes

10

know about a particula.r thermolu-

minescent process are the a tomic nature of the trap. the a tomi <: nature of the
luminescent cente r. and whe ther an electro n or hol e is trans(cl' !'cd be tween
them.
A correlation has been estab li shed betwee n the 310 nm absorption band
and peaks 4 and 5 of the glow curve, and a ls o between the 380 om absorption
band and peaks 2 and 3 of th e g low curve. 24-26 It has been further reported
that the 310 nm absorption band consists of two components that correspond to
peaks 4 and 5 respectively. 24.45 , 52 The 380 nrn band consists of two components
corresponding to peaks 2 and 3. 24 ,52
On tht! ba si s .

lhese experiments it is concluded that peaks 2-5 a r e types
I

of elec tron tr aps associated with the Mg impurity.
On the basis of optical repopulation s tudies, it is concluded that peaks -4
and -1 are types of hole traps while peaks -3, -2. and 0 arc elec tron traps. 28
The luminescent cente r has been identified as being associated with the

rl ty. 46.47.53
' ,
T llmpu
T here are no commonly accepted mode ls for the transfer mechanism occurring
be tween t he trapping centers and the lum inescent centers. but it is generally
thought that electrons ar~ ionized from the trapping centers during the thermoluminescence process. 28,54

II

EXPERIMENTAL. MATERIALS. INSTRUMENTATION . AND PROCEDURES

Commercial th ermo luminesce nc e radiation dosime ters (T LD -IOO) used for
ionizing radiation measurement s were obtained from the Harshaw Cho!micai
Company. These doshn'!tcrs have dimensions of 0.32 em x 0 . 32 em x 0.09 c m .
Four optical grade T LD -IOO crys ta ls with dimensions of 1 em x 1 em x 0 . 32 ern .
were also obtained (rom Harshaw.
Pre - gamma annealing o f the crystals u::ocd ior the linearity of response to
UV a nd for dose r ate in d ependence st udies consisted of baking the dosimet ers in
air for one hour at 400°C a nd then heating them on a hot plate at BOoC for 24
hours.

Pre-gamma an n ealing of a ll other crys tals consist ed of baking the

crystal s in air (or one ho ur at 400°C and t hen (or one hour at IOQoe.
T he crysta ls that were used for the linearity of response to UV and for
dose r a te independenc e s tudies were lrradiated in a cobalt gamma cell al an
exposure r ate o f 10 6 r oent gens (R) per hour to a lotal exposu r e of 4.83x I 0 5R .
All other crystals were irradiated at an exposure ral e of 1. 69xl OoR/hr to a
total expos ure of 5x l0 5R .
AU of the small dosimeters ( 0.32 cm x 0.32 em x 0.09 em), after the gamma
exp os ure . were then placed in a Harshaw

~·todel

2000 th e rmoluminesce nce unit

employ ing an Et-.U 9635 QA photomultiplier tube (PMT) a nd heated to 3000 C a nd
kept at 3000 C for one minute. T he th ermolumine s ce nce unit wa s adjusted for a
linear heating rate of 3°C/sec. During the previous run, a neutr al density
filter with an op tical density of three was placed over the dos ime t e r to protect
the photomultiplier tube of the thermoluminescence unit.

12
A Hp.wlett-Packard Model 7000 X-V Recorder was connected to the thermoluminescence unit to allow recording of the glow cu r ve. Aft e r recording the
glow c:- rve to 3000 C, the crystals, without furlher preparation or gamma irrad i ation, could then be used to repea.tedly measure ultraviol et radiation. Ultraviolet exposures were made a t various

in t ensit~es

and TL glow curve was

recorded to BOoC after each exposure. Immedi ately after the glow curve was
recorded (or the sma ll crystals, the crystals were allowed to cool down and
werc again heated to Z300 C to record the shoulder of a TL pl.!ak occurring
above Z300 C. This shoulder was then subtracted from the UV stimu lated
glow curve.
The optical grade crystals (1 cm x 1 cm x O. 3Z cm), after gamma exposure.
were placed on an aluminum block at. whed to a soldering iron and heated
to 3000 C at a linear heating rate of 90 C/min. The linear he ating rate was
accomplished by attaching a Variac to the soldering iron and varying the
settings during the heating cycle at periodic intervals . The temp erature was
monitored using a chromel-alumel thermocouple attached to the aluminum block
and to a Hew lett-Packard Model 7000 X - V recorder. The temperature readings
on the X-V recorder were checked with a Honeywell Model Z745 Potentiometer
and werc f.,)und to be within ~:.l°C . An RCA IPZI PMT was employed to detect
the T L. The PMT current was measured with a Keithley Model blOB, the output
of which was applied to the X-V recorder. Afte r recording the glow curve
to 3000 C, the crystal could then be exposed to UV and the glow curve recorded
to ZZ5 0 C .

lJ

UV e xposures of various levels we r e supplied by a fifteen - w att germicidallamp (General Electric GI5T8) . This radiation consist s prim arily of
the Z53. 7 nanomet er line of mercury, wh ic h coincides w ith the F center
absorption of the lithium fluoride (TLD-100) dosimeter. Lines occurring
at 310 nm, 362 nm, 402 nm, 433 nm, 503 nm. and 539 nm were also present
in the emission of the lamp, but were lower in intensity by a factor of 10 than
the Z53.7 nm line . The emission spectrum of the lamp is shown in Figure 2.
Radiation le vels we re determined by using a short wave Blak-Ray Ultra violet Inte nsity Me ter and th e inve r s e l:iquare law .
The emission spectra were observed with a Bausc h and Lomb No . 45, 500 mm
Monochromator that had a grating with 1200 Hnes/nm . An EMl 9558QA PMT was
employed at the exit l ens of the monochromator. The PMT current was me asured
with a Keithley Model blOC electrome ter. the output of which was applied to
a Moseley Mode l 7000A X-V Recorde r. The voltage drop acros s a te n-turn
precision v ariable resistor connected to the w a velength dri ve of the monochromator was applied to the other ,",xis of the X- V recorder .
Optical absorption measurements of the optical grade TLD - IOO cryst .. ls
wer e made with a Cary-14 spectrophotometer. One optical grade crystal was
not gamma irradiated and was placed in the reference beam of the spectrophotometer to compensate for scattered light and non-radiation induced absorption.
The te:nperature of the dosimeter (below room temperature) during UV
exposure was cont.rolled by using a CRYO-TIP Joule -Thom.on refrigerator
with a WMX -1 cryostat . The temperature of the dosimeter during exposure
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was monitored with a chromel-constantan thermocouple. located two centimeters from the crystal between the crystal holder and the cooling rod. The
thermocouple was connected to the Honeywell Model 2745 Potentiometer. The
error in the temperature nf the crystal ranges froln :'1 OK at 270 0 K to :SoK
0

at ll7 K was due to the distance at which the thermocoupl e was mounted from
the crystal. The temperature of the crystals during UV exposure above room
temperature was controlled by utilizing th e glow curve a pparatus for the optical
grade crystals. However, the potentiomete r, instead of th e X - Y recorder, was
used to measure the thermocouple voltage.

16
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

RESU LTS OF OPTICAL ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

The absorptior.

l.UTVC

of POG 4, .:Ilte r a ga mma expos ure 5 x l05 R , is

s hown in Cur ve A of F igure 3 . Before irr adia tion , t he cry s ta ls normally
display a band at 200 nmj but thi s l:-and h a s been com p en sa ted for along
with th e s ca ttering of light by the placement of an unirradia tcd crystal in
th e !'cCe r e n ce beam of the Cary 14. The th ree op tical g rad e LiF cry s tals tha t
were used arc labeled POG4, POG3 . a nd POOl. The maximum a b sorp tion band
is the F band

I

whil e the band between 440 and 450 nm i s th e M band. Using

Smakula' s equation, the numb er of F

ccntCl'S

formed by a 5 x lOSR gamma

irradiation i s calculated to be 2 x 10 11 cente r s/em 3 . The absorption cur ves
after various interval s of optical bleaching a t 800 IJ watts/cmZ with germicidal
r ad ia tion are s hown in Curves B. C . a nd .). Note that after ten minutes of
bleaching. t!l e F band is d ecreased in height and the half width of the band
h as increase d . After 20 minutes of bleaching. the F b and height ha s incre ase d
to al most it s origina l value while the half width has decreased. Afte r 12 h ou rs
of exposu re. the F b and hei ght has decr eased and a band locate d around 305 nm
is being resolved. Note also the bleachin g of the M band.
The a b sorption cur ve of TLD-I00 crystal POG3, after gamma exposure and
repcat~d UV expos ures of the crystal in the Cary 14. is shown in Curve A of

Figure 4 . The absorption curves . after various intervals of optica l bleaching.
are s hown in Curves B. C. and D .

Again. the F band first decreases

in height and incl·e ases in half width and the n increases close to its original
hei ght while the half width decreases. This time the effect was noted with
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Figure 4. Absorption curves of TLD- IOO crystal POG) after
various gamma and UV exposure s

1.9
just UV exposure in the Cary 14. The first decrease in height of th e F band
is assumed since all three crystals were exposed to gamma radiation at the
r
s am e lime and both c the other two cryst a ls exhibited the sa me optica l dens ity
(00 ~ 15) for the peak o f the F band after gamma iz·radiation . T he ab so rption
curve after gamma irradiation and be fore UV irradi atio n is nnt available due to
attempts to measure the absorption curve while tne Cary 14 was inoperativ e .
Note also after 26 hours of expos ure. the bleaching of the M band, the resolving
of tht' band at 3.05 nm, and the emergence of the 23 band at

225 nm .

To illustrate the changes in the absorption Cur ves. the difference in the
curves with respect to the curve after gamma irradiation i s shown in Figure 5
for crystal POG4. A positive number indicates a decrease in absorption while
a n e gative number indicates a n increa se in absorpt! . . . n. Curves A and B show
first the decrease a nd then the increase of the F band. Curve A illustrates.
that after bleaching for tP.n minut es . the 23 band has built up and the F band
has bee n bleached. Curve B. after 20 minutes exposure. illustrates re-stimulation of the F b and and the decreasing of the 23 band. Curve B also shows
the bleaching of a band centered arounq

- 270 nm. Figure 6 illustrates . under

further UV e xposure. a decrea se in the F band and a subsequent increase in
the 23 band. The bleaching of th e M band is also shown to occur at 444 nm .
Th e re is a possibility of a slight build-up of b a nds in the 300-400 nm range.
but thes e bands are bleached afte r long periods of UV exposure.
The difference in absorption, with respect to the absorption curve after
repeated UV exposure in the Ca ry 14 for crystal POG3. is shown in Figure 7 .
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These curves illu s trate the same changes as observed (or crystal POG4,
However. the changes in the 300-400 nm range are more pronounced for
crystal POG3.
The absorption curve (or crystal POG2. after a gamma expOSure, is
shown in Curve A of Figul'c 8. The absorption Curve for the crystal after
heating to JOOce is shown in Curve D. Note the bleaching of the F band and
the subsequent build up of the Z3 band.
Figure 9 illustrates the changes produced in the absorption curves after
various stages of crystal POG2 use as a UV dosimetcl'. Note that after the
first ten minutes of exposure to UV • the Z3 band i s reduced in height. Afte r
a T(;_:;"'out of the glow curve and another ten minute exposure, thert~ is a n
increase in the height of the Z3 band fr-:>n1 th ~ previous exposure . Curve 0
l'epresents the changes produce d in the absorption after four expos ures to UV
with subsequent read-out of the glow curve. The total time for the four expos ures was five hours and fifty minutes. Note the decrease in both the F anu
23 bands.
Figure 10 represents the difference. with respect to Curve 0 of Figure 7.
produced in crystal POG2 after five continuous hours of UV exposure.

Note

the large decrease in the F band and 270 nm band with a build up of the Z3
band and slight build up of the 290- 380 nm region.
Curve A of Figure 11 represents the changes in the absorption ..,f crystal
POG2. three days after the five hour UV exposure. The crystal remained
untreated in the dark during this period . No te the decrease of the Z3 band.
Curves B. C . and D represent changes in absorption after heating through

Curve A.

Aftet 5xl0 5 R gamma exposure

Curve B.

After heating to 300° C

°2~O~0~------------~2~4~0----------------728~0~------~----~3~2~0~--------------~
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Figure 8. Ab sorption curves of crystal POG2
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Figure 9 . Absorption curves for crystal POG2 after
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peaks 2 , 3 , and 5. These changes are with respec t to the absorp tio n curve
taken three days afte r exposur e. Note th e build up of the F band and Z3 ba nd
as the crys ta l i s heated through th e thr ee p e.a k s in the glow c ur ve. Furt h er
ob ser ve in C u rve 0, aftel' h eati n g through peak 5 . a decrease in absorption
occurs in thl.! 280 - 340 nm range.

DISCUSSION OF OPTICAL ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

In the first few minutes of UV exp os ur e, both the F b an d and the Z3 band
are red uced in height and appear to have inc r eased in ha lf width; but as UV
s timulation continue s, these ban ds increa s e in h eig h t a n d app ear to decrease
in hal! width. Thi s change can be corrdated with the 257 nm mercury line

s in ce the change is also noted in UV exp os ure i n the Cary 14. After the first
few min utes of UV exp os u re, both continu ed UV exp osure and heating to 300 D C
decrease the F band a nd produce a subseque nt build up of the Z3 band .
The p roduction of the Z3 band is in a gree me nt with mos t inves tigators, but
is in d i sag r eeme nt with the work of F. Pi !cher. D . Sc hinke, a nd R. J. Friauf. 39
They we r e unable to produce Z3 centers by bleaching with F band light . Thei'
did prod uce Z3 centers when the t empe r a ture of the crystal during neutron
irradiation was elevated to 350 0 C and found a correlation between the pr esence
of Mg i mp urity and t he produc tion of 23 centel'S. The crystals in the present
in vesti gatio n were gamma irradiated at 30 0 e; th us. a d iiCc l·c nc ... of c q 'slal tcmp era ture during gamma irradia tion does no t account for the diJferent r es ults .
On e poss ible " cason for the difference in results might be the presen ce of 1'i
in the crystals used in this investigation and the absence of Ti in the work of

29
Pilcher, ct , a!, Ano t h~ I' p oss ibl ..: l' I..' ason migh t ue a dHfc l'CIl CC in pl' e-ga mma
~lln l.' .Il i l1 l:

IJ1'oc c du l'C S,

No accurate data is ava ilable from the ?rese nt inves ti gation on the
height of the 23 band im mediatel y after formation b}" heating of cryst al POG2
to 300 C, This is due ~o the faulty working condition of the Cary 14 , However ,
0

n o detectable decay (within 15 percent) of the 23 band occurred over a five
month period; although a slight dec rease in the Z3 band height was det ec ted
over a two day period after a five hour UV stim ula tio n,
Exposure to the UV lamp releases electrons fl'om the F band and fr om a
band around 270 nm, These e lectrons appear to be mobile e lec trons that can
then be trapped at other defec ts in the crystals, i. e, Z3 band, with a subsequent

t-

' d up during UV exposur e of the absorption band corresponding to th ese

defects, Another exp lanation wo uld be the tunn eling of the F center eiectr()n
to nearby defects with a subsequent decrease of the F band and increase of
the absorption bands correspon ding to these defects , There appe ars to be
competing mechanisms occurring with the Z3 band and the band a t the 310 nm,
With respect to the 310 nm band in the gamma irradiated TLO-IOO crystal,
one mechanism i s trapping of free electrons by (or tunneling of the F center
electron to) the defect givi n g ris e to the absorption band: the other mechanism
is the bleachinG of this band by the 310 nm line of the lamp , With respect to
the Z3 band, one process is the trapping . or tunneling. of free electrons by
the defect giving rise to the Z3 band: the other process is the bleaching of
this band by the 257 nm line of the lamp. since a small portion of the Z3
absorp tion band extends to 257 nm, Furthermore. the 310 nm band can be

30
cOrl'ela.ted with peak 5 of t he g low curve a s indicated in Curve 0 of Figure 10.
This peak is associa ted with clech'on trap s as r e ported in the litera ture . 24-26 , 45,52
Recording the glow curve releases electt'on s h'o m peak s 2, 3. and 5 as evidenced b y the increase of the F and Z3 bands during this proce ss, The res ti mu lation 0; peaks 1. 2 , 3. and 5 o f the glow Curve by ultraviolet radiation
is due to the de-trapping of electrons from the F and Z3 bands and th e subsequenl capture oC some of these electrons by traps co rres ponding to peaks I, 2, 3,
and 5 of the glow Curve , Most of the free electrons are due to the de-trapping
of electrons Crom the F centers; but as the number o( F centers decrease, the
dc-trapping of electrons from the Z3 centers by UV stimulation becomes th e
major SOurce of (ree electrons,

LINEARITY OF RESPONSE
A thermoluminescence glow curve typical of gamma irradiated TLD-IOO
crysta.ls that have been heated to 300 0 C and then photostimulated with ultraviolet radiation is shown in Figure 12, T~c glow curve is in agre ement with
that reported in the literature, 28 An analysis of the g low curve produced
two results. 5\ )The peaks are too nan'ow to fit the model o( Randall and
Wilkin s ,17

The narrow peaks above room temperature have already been

noted for x-irNdiated LiF, 56 2)Also. peak 4 is not l'es tim'ulated as has
already been suggested in a previous investigation,
The height of peak 5 (or three different crystals versus germicidal radiation
expos ur e is p lotted in Figure 13. From this Figure, it a ppears that the peak
height exhibit s a linear response to ultraviolet exposure up to about 4800

lot
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joules/cm

2

(within - 20 percent at 4800

~ joules/cm Z),

and at higher expo-

sures th e rate of increase of peak height per increase in exposure gradually
decreases,
JC the assumption is made that most of the electrons trapped at the defect
corresponding to peak 5 are h 'ansferred during germicidal irradiation from
F centers, then an ~ quation for TL response vers u s UV exposure may be

derived.
Assume that ther e is a probability PI that

oil

photon with a waveleng th

of 250 nm will de-trap a F cen ter e lec tron, then:
( 2 )

where:
F = the total number of F centers
A F = the change in total number of F centers
6. t = the change in time
11 = the number of incident photons of wavelength 250 nm in tim e
Assume that th ere is a probability P2 that the de-trapped F center electron
will be subsequently trapped at the defect corresp c.nding to peak 5, the n:
( 3 )

where:
M = the number of trapped electrons repsonsible for p e ak 5
F = the original number of F centers

Further assuml.: that the 310 nm line of the germicidal lamp is bleaching
the trapped electrons corresponding to peak 5 in the same manner as the Z50 nm
line of the germicidal lamp is bleaching F centerS and that the height of peak 5
is directly proportional to the number of trapped elech'ons in peak 5 delects,

34
then:

TL. P2C(F -Fcxp(-Pt 1lt)]exp(-P3 13t

)

( 4 )

where :
TL = the height of peak 5

P3 = the probability that a photon o f wave leng t h 310 nm will dc - trap an
e lectron in a p e ak 5 d efec t
13 = th e number of incident photon s of wavl'!icr ~th 310 nm in time t
C = the proportionality ..:o n 5(a nt r elating M and TL
A leas t sq uares fit of Equation 5 was made to the average of the three
cry s tals in Figure 133.nd the results are s hown in Figure 14. I} PI and
13 P3 were d e termine d to be O.00334!,7 x 10- 5 and 0 r esp ec tive ly while PZCF
wa s dete rmi ned to be 73.)5+0.9. The inclu sion of the
in the derivation of Equa tion 4 is not justified by the data.

Howeve r, it has

been s hown that 310 nm light bleaches p ea k 5. 45 If the 310 nm e mission lin e
of the lamp docs significantly bleach peak 5 at high UV exposures , then the
utilization of filter s to attenuate t he 310 nm e miss ion lin e s hould imp rove the
linearity of loesponse of the crystals

0

DOSE RATE INDEPENDENCE

A study of do se rate independence i s s hown in Table 1 0 From this data,
i t is concluded th at gamma irradiated TLD-IOO exhibits dose independence
within!. ZS percent

However . for a ny particular dose rate. variation of the

0

time of exposure produced a r esponse in p ea k 5 within -10 p ercent of the
original response. i eo. doubling the time of expo su r e doubles the height of
0

p eak S. This result sugges ts that the crystals are more accurate in their
r esponse than the UV mete r . These s tudies also suggest that the decrease in
response o f the c rystals at higher exposures as noted in Figure 12 is due to
the bleaching of p eak 5 by the 310 nm line o f the gert.1icidallamp.
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TABLE 1
DDSE RATE INDEPENDENCE

T I ME OF EXPOSURE

EXPOSURE RATE

PEAK 5 RESPONSE
(RELATI VE UN ITS)

4 minutes

25

2 minu tes

50

uwatt / cm 2

44.0

100

pwatt/ cm 2

38.5

200

llwatt /c m2

34.5

minute

30 seconds

39 . 5

37

An attempt was made to vary the exposure rate by u se o( the UV meter
and the inverse square law. The results are shown in Table Z. The dat a
shows the Utie o( the inverse square law as an approxima tion to b e invalid
(or d is tances smaller than that used

(01'

the O. 5

~ watt / cm Z dose rate

( - 8.5 meters). However , the data does demonstra te th at the crys tal s can
be used as a dosimeter for germicidal radiation le vels below 0 . 1

IJ

watt/cmZ.

DECREASE IN RESPON SE AFTER US)'; AS A DOSIMETER

A study of the decreas e of peak 5 as a fun ction o( repeated te n minute. 800
IJ

watt/cm

Z

germicidal ultraviolet exposures yie lded the (ollowin g:

TLu - TLoexp(-Ku)

( 5 )

where :
u ::; the UV expoSure in joule/ cm Z
TLo - the initi al peak 5 response
TLu ::; the height of pcak 5 after gcrmi cidal UV expOsure of U
K ::: 0 .19 cmZ/ jou le
The above relation predicted the exp erimental results to within len
percent for a total ex posure up to 8 joule/cmZ a s shown in Figure 15. Note
that after a total expos ure of 10 joule/cm Z the curve appears to be approach ing
another straight line within a sma lle r s lope . This suggests that the F centers
are almost completely bleached fro m the crystal and the 23 centers are beginning to become the major source of electrons for the repopulation o( the thermoluminescence c ente r s .

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DOSIMETERS

The temperature of the dosimeter during ult raviole t irradiation was found
to affect the dosimeter 1 s sensitivity .

JB
TABLE 2
DOSE RA 'rE INDEPENDENCE STUDIES USING INVERSE SQUARE LA W
T I ME OF EXPOSURE

12 seconds
1 minute
2 minutes

DOSE RATE

100 minutes

2

50

IJwatt/c m

10

2
IJ w att/c m

3B.5

5

),Lwatt / cm 2

43 . 5

2
IJw a tt /cm

45.0

0.5

IJwa tt /cm Z

53.5

0.1

IJ w att/cm 2

10 minute s
20 minutes

PEAK 5 RESPONSE
(RE LATIVE UNI TS)

2B.5

53.0

The SO
jJ watt /cmZ exposure rate was dctermint
with a UV meter .
All other exposure rates were determine d by the use of the inverse
s quare law.
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Figure 15. Dec rease of peak 5 as a function o f repeated exposures to UV
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The average relative heights of peak 5 for two sets of crystals vers u s
crys ta l temperature d uring UV exposure al'e show n in T .. b !c 3, Ei{ch cl'ys la l
was irradiat ed at th e sa me ex pOsure ra te a n d for the s am e period of time.
Also the response of each crys tal is adjusted to compensate for the decrease
in response after r e peated expOSures, as no ted in Figure 12. The height
0

of peak 5 at 23 C (room temperature) is fixed at on e . a nd the se n siti v ities
a t o ther temperatures are given with respect to the se nsiti v it y at 23 0 C,
Crystals 9, 10. and 11 are crys tals with no previous exposure to UV and
crystals 4.5, an d 6 are three c r ysta ls use d in the rep ea ted exposure stud y .
Table 3 indicates that the sen sit i vity va ries considerably if the temperature
range i s large . Howevel' . only s lig h t va riations in sensiti Vity would be encountercd in n ormal room temperature fluctuations.

Assuming a Solt zman dependence

of crystal sensitivity. on temper a ture. the following r ela tionship can be
o btained :

TL/TL. - exp (- E/K(l/ T-l/T.» )
wher e:

( 6 )

T = the temperature (OK) of crystal during UV expos ure
T 1" :: the room temperature (OK) of cl'ystal
TL :: the r espon se of peak 5 at temperat ure T
TLr :: the response of p e ak 5 at room temp er a ture
K = the Boltzman constant
E = the ene rgy
In thi s case, E i s interpre ted to be th e thermal ac tivatio n energy of the
first excited state of the center that is de-trapped during UV exposure. The
n a t u ralloga l'i thm of TL/TLr is plotted versu s (l/T-l/T ) in Figures 16 and 17.
r
Figure 16 corres ponds to the av erage response of crystals 4, 5, and 6 while
Fig ure 17 correspnds to crys tals 9, 10, and 11,

TABLE 3
DOSIMETER TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE DURING UV EXPOSURE

CRYSTAL TEMPERATURE
DURING UV EXPOSURE

-56°C
-33°C

- 3°C
23°C

29°C
36°C
42°C
46°C

AVERAGE RELATI VE
RESPONSE OF PEAK 5
FOR CRYSTALS 9. 10.
AND II

A VERAGE RELATIVE
RESPONSE OF PEAK 5
FOR CRYSTALS 4. 5,
AND 6

0.44
0 .49
0 . 70
1.00
1.13
1.30
1. 43
1. 54

0.63
0.73
1.00

1. 13
1.22
1.38
1. 41

Crys tals 9. 10, and 11 arc crys tals w ith no previous exposure to
UV and crysta ls 4. 5. and (, art! the three crystals used in the repea te d
dose study.
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The emission lines of the lamp do not occur exactly at the same wave
length as the peak of the absorption bands. The half width of these absorp tion bands decreases with temperaturej thus, at lower te mperat ures, a smaller
percentage of the centers are be ing excited by the geJ'micidal l·adi ation.

This

phen.3menon, along with the error in tempera tures below 230C as noted , explains
the larger than predicted decrease in sensitivity at lowcr tempe rature s . Assuming
that this effect is negligible around room tcmpcl'aturc, the ther mal acti viation
energy of the first excited state may be determined.

Further assuming that most

of the thermolumines cence of crystal 7 is due to the dc - trapping of F centers a nd
most of the th e rmoluminescence of crystal 4 is due to the de-trapping of Z3
centers, the thermal activation energy of the first exci ted state of the F cen ter
is determined to be less than O. 15

CV ,

w hile the Z3 cen ter is less than 0.13 ev.

RESPONSE TO OTHER SOURCES OF LIGHT

After a one hour expOsure to cool-white fluorescent room light, no detectable thermoluminescence was observed. 'fhe attempt was made to excite the
dosimeter by using the mercury line neo.r 366 nm . h OWl.' Vl'l' . n o th e l'lll('l i u l:l iI'l CSCencC'

wa s Obs f.!rved.

EMISSION SPECTRA

The emission spectrum of the UV stimulated thermoluminesccnce was
observed and found to consist of a brc.ad band with maximum emission at
abo ut 400 nm. This agrees with the emission spectra observed after gamma
irradiation and X irradiation by other investigators, 28 ,29 and with the gamma
induced thermoluminescence observed by this investis<'tor.

45
CHANGE IN PEAK RATIOS

The ratio of peaks Z. 3. and 5 remained relative ly Constant for a range
of total UV e xposur e (rom 1000

~joules/cm2 to 24,000

pjoules/cm2 . This

phenomenon was independent of dose ra te and exposure tim e . Above 24,000
2
"joules / cm , the p.ak r a tio changed. After a 48,000 "joulelcm 2 UV exposure,
peak 5 was 4.2 .. time s large r th an peak 3 and 6 .;4 times larg e r than p eak Z
compared to twice as large as bo th peaks 2 and 3 (or an exp os ure below 24.000
2
"joule / cm . Afte .. S2 exposures, each con Si s ting of 480,000 I<joule/ cm2, p eak S
was 2.68 times larg er than peak 3 and 5.52 ti mes larger than peak 2. The chang e
in peak ratio from an exposure of 240,000 IJjoule / cm 2 to 480,000

IJjoule/ cm 2

s ugges ts that the available traps r espon s ible for peak Z a r e becoming filled at
a faster rate than those tra p s corresponding to p ea k 3. In the same manner.
tra ps corresponding to p eak 3 ar c becoming filled fa s ter than those of peak 5"
The change in peak ratios after 52 UV exposures suggests two possibilities ;
(1) the d e fects r espons iblt:! for the traps corresponding to peaks 2 and 5 are

being con verted into the type of defec t responsible fCl." the traps corresponding
to p eak 3; or (2) thes e two tYP t."s of defec ts a r c b ecom in g bl eac h ed
rate than the type of defect responsible for p e ak 3 .

al

a fas tcl'
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SUMMARY AND MODEL

The most obvious interpretation of the results leads to a model with the
following characteristil.s:

exposure to UV ionizes elec trons fr om the F and

Z3 bands. These e lectrons are then free to move through the crystal until
Lhey are retrapped at dcCet:ts corresponding to the different glow peaks.
Upon heating the crystal. these elec trons are

ioni~ed

and some are r e trapped

at defects corresponding to F and Z3 centerS, A few recombine a t luminescence
centers 8i ¥ing off the observed light.
The main problem with this process is the failure to observe photo luminescence of the F center. 57 A model that accounts for this failure and other
observed data is summariz.ed by the following assump tion s :
(J) Upon UV illumination. the F centers, by a type of tunneling process,

are converted into Z3 ce ntt! rs and into the centers responsible fo r
peaks 2, 3, and 5 of the glow curve.
(2) The defects corresponding to the peaks 2 , 3, and 5 are aggregates
of F centers modified by the presence of Mg, Le., pertrubed M and
Reen ters,
(3) Upon heating the perturbed M and R centers are converted back into

F and Z3 centel's with a few being ionized and recombined with holes
or tunneling to a luminescence center.
Assumption 1 is justified as follows:

Since all other models assume ionization

of the F center during F band illumination, these theories do not account for
the failure to observe photo luminescence of the F center, 57 (i.e., if e lectrons
are ionized when excited by F band light, then some of these electrons should
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be trapp ed in luminescence centers and give off luminescence ). IC the
assump tio n is made tha t the F ce nter elec tron s tunn e l through to othe r trapping cent ers during UV stimu lation. then th is discrepancy is resolv ed.
T h e small increase in the 310 and 380 nm absorption bands during UV
stimula tion coupled w ith a r e latively large Jccrease in the F and 270 nm
band (re: Fig u re 10) j u stifies assumption 2 since two or more F centers form
one aggreg ate center . T his assumption is furt her suppor ted by the ubservation th at t h e cen te r s responsible for the 310 a nd 380 nm bands also absorb 250 nm
light 45 and aggregates of F center s absorb 25 0 nm light . 58
Assumption 3 is jus tified by the observation tha t upon healing the crystal.
the F and Z3 bands are increased in the height of the ir peak absorption s (re:
Figure 11) .
Assumption 1. coup led with the observa tion that p eak 4 is not restimulated during UV photo stimulation (re:

Fig ure 12 ).lead s to the following di s -

c r epancy . Podgorsak , Moran . a nd Cameron o n th e basis of the failure to res timulate p eaks -4 a nd - 1 of the g low curve. associated these peaks with hol e
traps.28 Peak 4 has been ascribed to e lec tron traps by Mayhugh, Christy . a nd
Joh n son .45 Either Podgor sak . Moran. or Cameron are in error s ince the same
mechanism responsible for the failure to restimulate peak 4 might be responsible
fo r the failure of Podgor sak, Moran. and Cameron to restimulate peaks - 4 and- l
or the argume nt s leading to the determination that peak 4 is an electron trap
are in er r or.
Mayhugh and Christy51 ascribe the 110 nm absorption band in TLD-I00
to the V3 center instead of the 8 band,

upon the fo llowing argumen ts:
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(1) The F band is smallt. r in peak absorption than the 8

band and (2)

the F Cl bsorption band bleaches at a faster rate than the S band . These two
arguments do tend to rule out ascribing the 110 nm band to the 8 band
the 8

~ in ce

band should be bleached at the same rate as the F band ; and til t! 8 ba n d

and the F band should have approximately the same peak absorption. 59
Assumptions 1 and Z contradict the arguments of Mayhugh an d Christy for
assigning the 110 nm band to the V 3 center instead of the B band. After gamma
or x-ray exposure, many electrons would be trapped at F center aggregates
and the

8 band would have a higher peak absorption then the F band. Futher-

more, any bleaching of the F band that only trans fe rs F centers into aggregates
of F centers would not decrease the
(

Q

8 band . Also, the formation of a band

band) between the F band and the S band should occur as the F band

and S band are bleached. Sint:e the a

band is associated with isolated anion

vaca ncies , 59 the formation of this band would not be directly proportional
to the decrease of the F and 8 b a nds in hcavil y doped crystals as observed
in LiF crystals. Mayhugh and Christy did observe s uch a band occurring
at 130 nm . 51 These arguements are consistent with associating the 110 nm
a bsorption band with the 8 band and the 130 om absorption band with the
a

band as reported by other investigators. 22,37,50
As observed in Figure 11, heating throu gh peak 2 of the glow curve

increases the F band peak absorption. Heating through s uccessi vely higher
temperature peaks increase s the F band but in each case. the increase in
absorption is l ess than the preceding increase indicating that either the
lower temperature glow peaks are larger agRregates of F centers than the

higher temperature peaks or more electrons in the high temperature peaks
are

t.rapp~d

at luminescent Cl!ntcrs during heating than in Ih,. lower Icmpe ,,-

ature peaks, The second

~remise

is concluded to be the more probable

of . he two pre mises on the basis of the following argument, \lJhen a crystal
containing only the F band is illuminated with F band light ncar room
temperature, the M band is the first of the F center aggregates to appear
with the larger F center aggregates (R, N, etc. centers ) only appearing
after prolong ed illumination. 60 Thus, the rate of production of tl.f centers
during F band illumination would decrease at a faster I'ate than the larger
F ccnter aggregates since the production of M centc l'S would r each an
eq uilibrium with the bleaching of the F centers before the production of
larger F center aggregates due to the F ce nlcr a ggreg a tc._ .. Iso absorbing
F band light , 58 The change in peak r atios after various expoSul'es to UV
s uggest s that the rate of filling of the traps re s ponsible for p e ak 2 decreases
faster than the rate of filling of the traps responsible for peak 3, In the
same manner, the rate correslJonding to pC.lk 3 decreases faster th.an the
rate corresponding to peak 5 , Therefore, it is concluded that peak 5 is a
more efficient thermoluminescence center,
The change in peak ratios .lfter repeated expOsures to 480,000 lA
2
joule/cru germicidal radiation with subsequent readout of the glow CUI-ve
after each exposure yields some inSight into the nature of the traps responsible fol' the thermoluminescence.
When a divalent ion is incorporated in the lattice of LiF. there eXists
one cation vacancy for each divalent ion , When LiF containing Mg i::i
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heated to 4000 C and quenched to room tempera tu re. most of the Mg diva lent
ions and calion vacancies are paired to form dipoles . Upon annealing th e
crysta ls at a fixed temperature. the dipole concentration decreases with time .
The deduction has been made from fea tures of dipol e decay that the dipole s
aggregate into flro ups of three (trimer s) and if the annealing temperature is
high enough. the dipoles aggregate into larger aggregates wit h t rimers as
nuclei. 61. 62 Dryden and Shuter . 63 on the ba.sis of comparison of peak heights
of T LD-IOO with dipole decay cu rves. determined that one of th e factors governing the heights of peak s 2 and 3 of the glow curve was the concen tration of di poles present at the time of irradiation with trime rs and larg er aggregates
making no co ntribution. They also concluded that dipoles and trimers both
con tribute to the heights of peaks 4 and 5. with larger aggreg a tes making n o
contribution . 63 Since the glow curve in the present investigation was recorded
to above 200°C. the number of traps res ponsible for peaks 2 - 5 s hould decrease
with repeated glow curve readouts. i. e. , dip ole s forming aggreg ate s la rg er
than trimers. Furthermore. the change in peak ratios should occur between
peak 5 and both peaks 2 and 3. But, t hi. s i nvest ig a tio n s howed Ihal the rcl a ti v(.·
height of peak 3 a lone was increased. Therefore. it is concluded that the height
of peak 3 is not determi ned by the concentration of dipoles.
The defect respons ible for p eak 3 is suggested to be a Z2 center associated
wi th 1>.'l g. If the model of Ohkura 42 is correct . tne Z3 c ente r is an ionized Z2
center. Observe in Figure 11. tha t upon heating through peak 2. the peak
of the Z3 band is increased. and heating through peal:t 3 produces a larger
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in c rease in the Z3 band. Heating through peak 5 decreases the hei g ht of the
Z3 band s lightly, lead ing to th e s uppos ition that heating thro ugh peak 3 ionizes

one o( the electrons in a Zz centel' leaving a Z3 center in its place.
The decrease in the F band during th e first few minut es of UV exposure
can be related to the (ormation of the B cen ter a l the

~xpense o( the F

center

as observed in KC1. 64 Thc incrcase back in height i s sugges ted to occur
due to the bleaching of the 270 nm band ( r e:

Fi gures 3, 4, and 5). The

same type of process seems to be Occurring with the 7.3 cen ter during th e
first few minutes of UV exposure (re:

Figures 9 and 10). The present

inves.tiga to ,· knows of no modcl that has bcen presented for the B center
(bleached F center) or that the same effec t is notcd for 23 centers that
ha ve been formed by thermal

bl ~_~ hing .

Anothe)' observation is that while

the haJJ Widths of both the Z3 and F bands appt.'ar to increase as noted for
the B band in KCl, 65 the half widths a ppea l' to decrcase again when the
bands are r e stimulated in height.
The 23 abso)·p ..ion band appears to consist of two types of centers. One
is a fast decaying band ere:

Curve A, Figure ll) While the other is the 23

absorption band as identified by Mort. 40,41
There appear s to be an absorption band occu l'ring at shorter wavelengths
than 190 nm in all the optical absorption measureme nt s, but no consistent
variations occur in the shouldcl' of this band .
The comparison of the UV stimulated glow curve emiss ion spectra with
th e gamma stimulated glow curve emission s pectra indicates that the same
luminescent center is responsible for both l ypes of glow curves .

The

suggestion is made that while Equations 4. 5 and 6 give good e mpirical fits
to the results. the Interpre ta tions of the parametel"S have not been proven
conClusively. For instance, the assumption is made that the 1900c peak has
been correctly indentificd a s peak 5. However. due to the high gamma irra diations. peak s 2.3,

<. and

5 couid not be l"esolvcd and since the 310 nm

light bleaches peak 5 with a subsequent cnha:tcemcn t o f peak 4.45 a possi0

bili ty exists that the J90 peak i s peak 4. If this is true. then the intel"pretalion ')( the param e ters of Eq uations 4,5, and 6 will have to be revised. The
assumption has also been made that the 250 nm li ght bleaches th e Z3 band
wi th the s ub seq uent restimulation of peaks I, 2 . 3 . and 5. This has not been
shown conclusively by these experiments .

SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEA1'l..H

Due to the s light uncertainty of the indentification of peak 5, it is sug gested th at some non-gamma irradiilted crystals be x - rayed at low leve ls and
the glow Curve read out on the equipment u sed in the investigation. Since
th e glow Curve peak structure is well res olved fOl' low le vel x-ray ex pOSure,
the identity of peak 5 could b e confirmed . To determine the validity of this
author IS argument fthe 110 nm absorption band is actually the beta band} .
it is suggested that crystals in which the beta band is well identified be
doped with impurities and exposed to high levels of ionizing radiation to
produce 1\·1 and R bands. Upon elimination with the M band light. the M
center is disassociated with an e nhancemen t of the F band . If the author's
argument s are correct. the beta band should remain the same or decrt!ase
and the F band should increase,

Anoth e r suggestion i s

that an action spectra ( e xcitin g th ... cl.)'::H a l wi th

different wa velengths of Ught ) be run to determine if the Z3 band does
contribute to the restimulation of the glow peaks, 1. e. , a peak in the actior.
spectra corresponding to the 23 band peak .
Another experiment that would be h e lpful in determi r.ing whether th e 310
nm line actually bleaches

pe~k

5 would be to expose crystals to equal intensities

of the 257 nm line of mercury with one set of

cry~taJs

being exposed to filtered

light . Comparisions of the TL respons e of the two sets of crystals wou ld d e termine the effect of th e 310 nm line of the g c rmicidial lamp .
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CONCLUSIONS
TLD-I OO ionizing radiation dosimeters may a lso be used to measure

germicidal radiation. The wide distribution of radiation SOurces a nd thermoluminesct:nc e readers . 66 shou lc.1 enable many individua ls and institutions

to use this method of ultraviolet radi ation detection . The temperature of
the dosimeter during ultraviolet expOSure must be controlled for accurate
measurements; howe ver . room t emperature variations usually inlroduce less

than 10 percent error .
The TLD-IOO gamma - irradiated crys tals had the (ollowing characteristics:

1.

They were sensitive to low levels ( 0.1

~ waU/cm2) of germi-

cidal radiation. Since these are integrating dosimeters

I

t hey may

detcct lower levels by allowing longer expOSure limes.
2.

Response was linear froUl low .. - rJosures (-5 percent) up to 4.800

~

joule! cm

2

(-20 percent) . A s ingl e crys tal can be calibrated

and used. with meticulous care, to measure dosages with a precis ion of about 1 percent.
3.

The dosimeters we r e expOSure-rate indegendcnt over the expcrimental range from 0. 1

4.

11 watt!cm 2 to 50

\JWatt!cm2.

The dosimetcrs could be used repeat ably to meaSUre ge rmicidal
radiation after onl y one high level gamma expos ure.

5.

The dosimeters were insensitive to cool white fluo r escent room
lights.

The actual mechanisms involved in the TL p rocess are still too complex to
present a detailed mode l of the T L proces s in TLD-IOO. b ut t he p artial mode l
presented does acco unt for the observations noted in this investlgation.
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